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Sneak Peek of The
Hampson Museum

• FREE •

GUNN’S MARKET PLANS MOVE

Before the newly constructed Hampson
Archeological Museum State Park in
Wilson opens its doors this coming fall,
The Wilsonian got a sneak peek inside
to see the progress over two years in
the making. The much-anticipated
museum houses the Hampson
Collection, excavated at the Nodena
Site and other locations in and around
Mississippi County by Dr. James K.
Hampson in the early 20th century.
It is regarded as one of the world’s
most extraordinary collections of
Native American objects.
The $4.1 million new facility on the
Wilson town square— the result of an
unprecedented public & private
partnership between the State of
Arkansas and The Lawrence Group
LLC— features extraordinary access
to people with visual disabilities.
Continues on pg 4.

Big changes are coming to the Wilson Town Square
G unn’s Supermarket, a mainstay of the
Square for over 20 years, will be
moving into the historic bus depot at
the intersection of Cortez Kennedy
Avenue and Monroe Street once
restoration and construction is
complete in Spring 2019. The new
space will allow Gunn’s to stock more
diverse food offerings, will bring gas
pumps back to the town, and provide
more space to for locals and visitors to
eat and gather.
Demolition on the interior of the
bus depot will begin in August and
construction soon after. The existing
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Gunn’s Supermarket will remain in
operation leading up to the move.
“I’m most excited about all the
upgrades that will come with the
new space,” says Mike Gunn, owner
of Gunn’s Supermarket. “The meat
department will be wide open,
so people can come in when our
butcher is on duty and watch their
meat being cut right there on the spot.
We’re adding indoor and outdoor
seating to our deli which is really
exciting, since it’s something we’ve
never had in our current location.”
“We’re coming up with ideas that are

Maggie Rose at the Grange, Wilson Music Series - August 18
runaway june at the Grange, Wilson Music Series - SEPTEMBER 7
Fall Festival - September 29

going to make grocery shopping an
event and not just a dreaded thing
to do.” Gunn says the biggest hurdle
the new location is up against is its

“We’ll still be the
hometown store.”
location past Highway 14. “14 has always
been a boundary in Wilson. Most folks
don’t let their kids cross it. I know
I didn’t,” says Gunn. “But we are
working to Continues on pg 3.
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WORK IS PLAY FOR DELTA SCHOOLERS
Before the school year came to a close,
the five to seven year old classes at the
Delta School came together to design
and construct the treehouse of their
dreams! Delta School instructors
Meredith McClay and
Susan Horton-Regenold engaged
Josh Hart of Natural State Treehouses
in Fayetteville to help guide the
students though the process of building
a perfect treehouse, from tree selection
to final construction, resulting in a gift
that will keep on giving for years of
Delta School students to come.
The students held a ribbon cutting
ceremony to celebrate the completion
of their treehouse. All the wood used
in construction was locally sourced—
some directly from the campus itself—
and milled right up the road, under the
watchful eye of all the students.

Jim Bliss shows the students how to operate a lathe. While Hart and his team
handled the primary construction of the treehouse, the students were tasked
with creating the decorative touches, such as handrails and siding.





One of dozens of early student designs
for the treehouse. Each student created
their own prototype based on what they
wanted to see most in their treehouse.
Some features, such as a pulley system
and a climbing wall, ended up making
the cut for the final design.

The rear of the
treehouse contains
some of the most
popular treehouse
features: the fireman’s pole and the
climbing wall. The
students specially
designed the
proportions
of the treehouse
so that students of all
ages and sizes could
enjoy playing on it.

The line for the swings underneath the
treehouse is never short!
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Wilson Gardens
Temporarily
Closes Operations
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GUNN’S MOV ING CONTINUED...

As you drive down Hwy 61, you may
notice that the Wilson Gardens sign
has changed. That’s because after four
meaningful years, Wilson Gardens has
temporarily suspended operations due
to the departure of the Wilson Gardens
manager and the complexities of
sustaining an organic farm surrounded
by commercial farmland. This decision
was difficult but necessary. However,
the people of Wilson are committed to
the important role of healthy food and
farming for the future development,
and are already redefining what’s next
for Wilson Gardens.

FUTURE HOME OF GUNN’S SUPERMARKET
create signs and safety measures to
change the common thinking
connected with that road. I’ve already
told the rest of the City Council that
I would be proposing some kind of a
crossing that would allow kids on their
bicycles, on foot, or in a golf cart to be
able to access the store from the east
side of 14.”

The Grange at
Wilson Gardens
The Grange at Wilson Gardens will
continue to celebrate and carry on the
efforts that made Wilson Gardens a
meaningful and magical place for
so many. In addition to continuing as
a private event space, The Grange will
host accessible and eclectic
opportunities for people to come
together in Wilson around music and
good, healthy food. Stay tuned for
exciting programming
announcements coming in the
next Wilsonian!

“I think that once people are used to
the new location, the fear will go away,”
adds Gunn.
He emphasizes that no one should
worry that their everyday staples are
going anywhere or that their grocery
bill is going to skyrocket just because
of the new location.
“We will still be an affordable
grocery store,” Gunn says. “I know
there have been concerns that a new
building means higher prices.
And, of course, the organic products
we’ll be bringing in will have slightly
higher price tags, but we will still have
the same core of the grocery store with
the same products and the same prices
locals are used to paying.”
For those who have loved and
patronized Gunn’s Supermarket for

Mike Gunn, Owner of Gunn’s Supermarket
the past 23 years, Gunn assures that this move is not only good for his business,
but good for the people of Wilson.
“I’m still going to own the store, I’m still going to operate it, and we’ll still have
local people helping to manage it. That part’s not going to change. We’ll still be
the hometown store.”
“It is going to be great for everybody. It’s exciting.”
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HA MPSON MUSEUM CONTINUED...

HAMPSON ARCHEOLOGICAL MUSEUM
“We wanted to expand our visitors’ abilities
to have access to the collection,” says Tess
Pruitt, Park Superintendent. “So we decided
on an audio tour that can be checked out at
the front desk, so those with visual
deficiencies can listen to as they go through.
The audio tells listeners where to stop and
what’s there. If the listener can’t see at all,
then the audio actually stops them in places
where there is a “touch object,” allowing the
visitor to actually touch and feel what they’re
listening to on the tape.”
Pruitt says that everything in the museum
is ADA accessible and is positioned at the
right height and has enough space for those
in wheelchairs or scooter chairs. There are
Braille pads throughout the tour, as well.
“We will probably be the first museum in
Arkansas to have this level of accessibility,”
Pruitt says. “We want visitors to get a sense
of how life was then and what we think they
may have used some of these artifacts for.

“We want people to
be able to visualize
that they are in the
middle of a village.”
The Hampson Museum’s Grand Opening
will be in November 2018, when the State of
Arkansas will hold an official ribbon cutting
on the Wilson Town Square. Details to come
in the next Wilsonian.

Touch objects at Hampson
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Wilson City Mayor Becton Bell
For a town as small as Wilson, we’ve
sure got a lot going on. That’s why
we’ve started The Wilsonian—
a bi-monthly, free newsletter for
anyone in and around the Wilson
area. From major town
developments to slice of life stories,
we want Wilsonians
and visitors alike to
know what’s going
on in our neck of the
woods and be a part
of it.
The name of this newsletter was chosen by
you— the people who
live right here in town
or just outside. It was
taken directly from
the former yearbook of
The Wilson School, right down to the
font! The Wilsonian was the
longest running publication in Wilson history and offers a nice glimpse
into what life was like in Wilson
from 1921 to 1970. With The
Wilsonian’s rebirth as a town

newsletter, we aim to carry on that
tradition for years to come.
Every issue, myself and the rest of
the City Council will use this space
for town announcements and other
council highlights. We encourage

Our town has a lot of great voices and
we want to hear them! You can also
use that email address to send in tips
or ideas for future articles.
We hope that The Wilsonian will
be a great tool for everyone in the
town and show the rest of
the world what really makes
Wilson special!

9.7.18
Runaway June AT
THE GRANGE
Wilson Music Series

9.29.18
WILSON CITY FALL
FESTIVAL
you to let us know what topics
you’d like to know more about.
We also encourage anyone who
enjoys writing and would like
to become a contributor to The
Wilsonian to email us directly
at info@thewilsonian.net.

Details coming soon.
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KNOW YOUR NEIGHBORS
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NATE SMITH

by Zoe Conlee, 6th grader
at The Delta School

Nathaniel Smith was born February
22nd, 1940. He was raised in Wesola,
AR. His mama was Lola and Clevester
Williams was his step dad. Nate has 5
kids and all of them are grown.
His nickname is Krue. He got the
nickname from a man who wanted to
cross the Mississippi River and he did
it on a piece of ice. The man’s name
was Krueshife and Nate’s uncle said
that he looked like Nate so they called
him Krueshife and when Nate was old
enough he shortened his nickname
to Krue.
The perfect day when he was younger
was when they woke up, they cleaned
their face, and greased their hair, and
they had eggs, rice, and a biscuit for

breakfast. They would run around
town and play baseball and basketball.
When they heard Mama yell time for
lunch they ran home so she wouldn’t
have to call a second time, because
if Mama called the second time she
would give them a whoopin’. He said
they could hear Mama’s voice from
3 miles away!
Nate’s Mom died and his step dad died
6 months later. Nate spoke at his
Mama’s funeral and he almost fell
down on his knees and cried. But his
pastor took him into another room
and told him if he started crying he
wouldn’t get to be a pastor. He said that
his step dad was the most important
person in his life and he was very
sad when he died.

Photo courtesy of Karen Pulfer Focht

Nate worked in the air force for 14
years. He now works in security at
FedEx. He recently became a pastor
at the Greater Philadelphia Church
in Wilson, AR. It was a unexpected
event for him but he is a great and
loving pastor. Nate Smith is a kind,
interesting, and amazing person
and I loved meeting him.

Have information
to submit or want to
write an article?
Email us at

INfo@thewilsonian.net
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THIS MONTH IN
WILSON HISTORY
July 1st, 1936:

The Blytheville Gazette
celebrates the 50th anniversary
of Lee Wilson and Company
within its pages. This photo
shows the The Wilson Motor
Company, “a complete service
for motorists…which occupies
this building on Highway 61.”
The building will be reopened
as Gunn’s Market in Spring 2019
(see cover story).

WILSON’S PET OF THE MONTH

KING LOUIS LORENZO
TUDOR HUNTER

NICK NA M E :

FAVO R I T E A C T IV I T Y :

Louie

•

LIK ES:
• BACON –
(I’m looking at you Joe)
• Naps
• Friendly people who give
good ear rubs and scratches
• Getting treats
• Riding in the Car
• Laying in the sunshine
• Power Napping so I can
sleep later

•

Going around to the Bank,
White’s Mercantile, and the
Pharmacy for treats and lots
of pets.
Playing fetch so I can keep my
figure with all these treats.

FAV O R I T E T H I N G
A BOUT WI L S ON:
The friendly people who stop by to see
me and pet me and tell me I’m a pretty
boy while I am supervising at work.
A SPI R E S T O BE :

DISL I K E S :
Assistant Mayor or bacon inspector

Want your pet to
be featured in our
next issue?

Send us a picture of your buddy and tell
us why they are Wilsonian worthy!
Please send all submissions to
info@thewilsonian.net

• Those squirrels on the town
square – they are up
to something
• Cat people
• Swimming but that lady
sticks in a swan anyway
• Sharing attention

SK ILLS:
Playing fetch, fantastic at silently
judging people, great side-eye game
and can clear a room on occasion

